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Image Description: A photo of the set covered in blue, black and white fabric. A person is in the middle of the fabric with their
arms in the air. Someone dressed as an animal is at the front. Children play with the fabric on the set.

How to RELAX Your Viewing Experience
Below are some things you can do to enjoy the play more:
• wear comfy clothes
• grab your favourite pillow, blanket or stuffy, and bring them with you!
• sit on a chair, sit on the floor, wiggle in your seat, walk around, dance to the music - do
whatever feels right while watching
• vocalize - feel free to make sounds during the play - clap, laugh, sigh - whatever you
need to do to share how you feel
• take breaks if needed – you can leave and re-enter the performance at any time
• doodle, fidget, stim, sing - just be you!
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Meet the Performers
Flora & Fauna has 2 performers. Each performer plays many different characters and roles.
Below are photos of the performers.

Image Description: a photo of Lindsay. She has long,
brown hair and is wearing a red and white scarf.

Photo by kaylens.ca
Image Description: a photo of Emily. She is in the

She smiles at the camera over her shoulder.

on a black silk. She wears black leggings & a grey
shirt. Her arms are in the air.

This is Lindsay Goodtimes (she/her).

This is Emily Hughes (she/her).

air
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What is the performance about?
Flora & Fauna is an invitation for you to let the magic of the forest come and greet you! We
hope that this story inspires you to explore the environment around you and to feel more
interconnected with our precious earth.
Animals, birds, insects, plants and more will make their way out of the centre mound to
dance, play, and explore the world around them. And you’ll have a front row seat to it all!

Image Description; A person dressed as a bunny rabbit poses with their arms up like paws. They wear a green outfit and fluffy grey-ish white ears,
tail and gloves for paws.
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Flora & Fauna Fact Sheet
The play you are going to watch is called Flora & Fauna.
It was created by Femmes du Feu Creations.
The performance is approximately 32 minutes long, however including the chance to play
together at the end, it is closer to 45 minutes.
Flora means plants, grasses, trees and flowers.
Fauna means animals, insects, birds, reptiles, fish and mammals.
Together the words Flora and Fauna refer to all living things.
There will be sounds and music played throughout the performance. These sounds and
music can help to create the location, characters and moments of the performance. They can
also help us to know how the characters feel, or how we should feel. If any of the sounds are
too loud you can cover your ears or wear sound dampening headphones.
At the beginning of the performance when the music plays there are voices singing. They are
not signing words, just sounds.
The audience will sit all around the large set in a big circle. What is a set? A set is the
background behind or around the performers. It is also the furniture that the performers sit or
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stand on or under throughout the performance. Sets help us to know where and when the
performance takes place. In this performance set is a large grassy mound.
Even though the set and the performers are on the same level as the you, it is not safe to run
onto the set area. There is a lot of action happening and the performers may not be able to
see you. If you feel you need to move, you may get up and move to the back of the audience
and move and groove around there.
Because the set is in the middle of the circle, there will be times where the action is
happening on the other side of the circle from where you are sitting. This is ok. The
performers will take time to play the action to all sides of the circle as much as possible.
When the performance begins grey worms come out the bottom of the greasy mound.
After the worms, colourful arms come out of the grassy mound at the top. They are long and
look like wings or large ferns. What do they look like to you?
Sometimes the performers come out of the grassy mound and walk closer to the audience.
This is part of the performance and it is safe.
One performer comes out on each side of the grassy mound. They have taken part of the set
and are using it like a large costume or puppet. It looks like a face. They will bring this closer
to you. If it is too close, you can move back a little or change where you are sitting.
After the performers dance and move around with the large faces, they return to the grassy
mound and put the faces back into place.
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The music changes.
The performers come rolling out of the grassy mound on each side. They are wearing
costumes that make them look like large clumps of moss, grass and earth.
They dance.
As they dance the music becomes lighter and there is the sound of bells. If it is too loud you
can cover your ears or wear sound dampening headphones.
The dance is very lighthearted and fun.
The performers take the large rocks from beside the grassy mound, dance with them and
throw them over to the other side. Don’t worry, they won’t hit anyone in the audience.
After the dance, the rocks are all piled up and the performers leave their mossy and grassy
costumes with the rocks and reveal the costumes they have on underneath.
The performers go back inside of the grassy mound and pop their heads out as different
characters.
These characters are animals. Can you tell what animals they are?
The animals call to each other while peeking out of the grassy mound. Eventually they crawl
out of and all over the grassy mound. The performers have practiced this and are being very
safe.
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After this section, the performers go back into the grassy mound and one comes back out as
a large bird and sands on top of the grassy mound.
The music creates the sound of a bird call. It is an owl.
Large red and white, and green and white, mushrooms grow out of the grassy mound.
Bunnies! A rabbit comes hopping out of the grassy mound.
Soon a Fox also comes out. They dance together.
A large blue, white, black and green cloth comes out and covers the grassy mound. This
could be seens as a geyser (a geyser is a hot spring that sends tall bursts of water high into
the air), or the Earth as it would look from outer space, or a globe.
A Deer Goddess comes out of the top of the grassy mound. They move around - dancing
with their arms, but not moving their feet. A mushroom dances around the grassy mound at
the same time.
The mushroom might invite you to join them on the set. Don’t worry, if you are too shy to go
up, you don’t need to. Also, don’t worry if you don’t get invited at first, there will be a time
when everyone can go onto the set.
After the performance you will be invited to stay and play with the performers, each other and
some set pieces.
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Credits
Produced by - Femmes du Feu Creations
Concept - Holly Treddenick & Lindsay Goodtimes
Co-creators - Holly Treddenick, Lindsay Goodtimes, Monica Dottor
Director - Monica Dottor
Performers - Lindsay Goodtimes & Emily Hughes
Set & Costume - Tanis MacArthur
Original Score - Rita Dottor
Video edit - Jonah Atkins
Stage Manager – Sabrina Pringle
Fact Sheet – Rachel Marks
Flora & Fauna was created with the generous support of The Toronto Arts Council, The
Ontario Arts Council, The Canada Council For The Arts, Theatre Gargantua, Carousel
Players and Young People’s Theatre.
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Thank you!

We hope you enjoyed Flora and Fauna!
For more information on this performance and other Femmes du Feu Creations
performances please go to our website: https://femmesdufeu.com

Image Description: A photo of the stage from the audience perspective. A baby lies on the legs of the person taking the photo.
The baby faces the camera. The set is in the background. Two children lie facing the set.
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